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Abstract
We propose a new numerical algorithm to construct a structured numerical
elliptic grid of a doubly connected domain. Our method is applicable to
domains with boundaries defined by two contour lines of a two-dimensional
function. The resulting grids are orthogonal to the boundary. Grid points as
well as the elements of the Jacobian matrix can be computed efficiently and
up to machine precision. In the simplest case we construct conformal grids,
yet with the help of weight functions and monitor metrics we can control
the distribution of cells across the domain. Our algorithm is parallelizable
and easy to implement with elementary numerical methods. We assess the
quality of grids by considering both the distribution of cell sizes and the
accuracy of the solution to elliptic problems. Among the tested grids these
key properties are best fulfilled by the grid constructed with the monitor
metric approach.
Keywords: elliptic grid generation, discontinuous Galerkin, conformal grid
generation, orthogonal grids
1. Introduction
A structured numerical grid is generated by the (numerical) coordinate
transformation of a rectangular “computational domain” to the “physical do-
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main” of interest [1, 2, 3]. Compared to unstructured grids a structured grid
allows for an easier and computationally cheaper implementation of deriva-
tives since the computational domain is a tensor product grid (a rectangle).
Generally, the same numerical techniques as in a Cartesian coordinate system
can be used. Still, a structured grid must fulfill certain qualities in order to be
useful for practical numerical computations. Among others are smooth and
nonoverlapping coordinate lines, boundary orthogonality and a homogeneous
distributions of cells across the domain. The latter condition is important in
advection schemes. Too small cells deteriorate the CFL condition in explicit
schemes and the condition number of the discretization matrix in implicit
schemes, while large cells deteriorate the accuracy. Boundary orthogonality
is important in order to implement Neumann boundary conditions. As Refer-
ence [1] pointed out it is desirable for the grid to be at least near-orthogonal to
the boundary. Although it is possible to represent Neumann boundary condi-
tions in a curvilinear grid, the accuracy of the discretization deteriorates and
the implementation is more involved than in a boundary-orthogonal grid.
In the literature on grid generation it has been established that elliptic
grids are the ones that best fulfill these qualities [1, 2, 3]. These grids are
generated by a coordinate transformation that fulfills an elliptic equation.
However, the generation of these grids based on the algorithm proposed by
Thompson, Thames and Mastin (TTM) is numerically involved [4, 3]. A
special class of elliptic grids is generated by conformal mappings. The coor-
dinates obey the Cauchy–Riemann differential equations
∂u
∂x
=
∂v
∂y
∂u
∂y
= −∂v
∂x
(1)
They are orthogonal, smooth, and preserve the aspect ratio of the cells from
the computational into the physical space. There are many methods to nu-
merically construct a conformal mapping [5], e.g. boundary integral element
methods, however their implementation can be tricky. Among further im-
provements to the original TTM method are grid adaption methods and the
monitor metric approach [6, 7, 3]. Both of these approaches modify the el-
liptic equation used to construct the coordinate system to a more suitable
form. By choosing specific forms the distribution of grid cells is controlled,
which makes the coordinate transformation more flexible than conformal
mappings. The main numerical difficulty in these techniques is the solution
of the nonlinear inverted Beltrami equation. This is required because a (not
yet constructed) numerical grid is needed in order to discretize and solve the
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elliptic equation directly. If the boundary lines are e.g. given by a parametric
representation, this conundrum cannot be easily solved. In this contribution
we show how this problem can be avoided if the boundary lines of the physical
domain are given by a two-dimensional function.
One important application, where this is indeed the case, are tokamaks.
These are magnetic fusion devices that use nearly axisymmetric magnetic
fields to confine a plasma [8]. In a two-dimensional plane of fixed toroidal
angle the magnetic field-lines, in the idealized case, lie within so-called flux-
surfaces. These surfaces are in fact the isosurfaces of the poloidal mag-
netic flux ψ(x, y) described by the Grad-Shafranov equation. A typical
numerical modelling scenario involves the study of plasma dynamics be-
tween two flux-surfaces ψ0 and ψ1. Structured and unstructured numer-
ical grids have been proposed for the numerical discretization of this re-
gion [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Let us emphasize, however, that the
algorithms developed are in no way restricted to magnetic fusion applica-
tions. In particular, the monitor metric approach gives sufficient flexibility
to handle large classes of problems. For example, in certain pollution mod-
els a system of diffusion-advection-reaction equations have to be solved for
a given velocity field (the velocity field is determined by analytic modeling,
measurements, or computer simulation). In this case the stream function cor-
responding to the velocity field takes on the role of ψ [17]. A popular choice
for tokamak magnetic fields are so-called flux or magnetic coordinates [18],
in which the magnetic flux ψ or a function of it is the first coordinate. One
particular class of such coordinate systems is known as PEST coordinates
[12]. In this case, the geometric toroidal angle ϕ is the third coordinate,
while a poloidal angle-like coordinate is constructed implicitly by choosing
the volume form of the coordinate transformation. Other choices of flux co-
ordinates exist, where the geometric toroidal angle ϕ differs from the toroidal
flux angle ϕf . For example, Boozer [10, 11] and Hamada [9] coordinates. In
general, a flux aligned coordinate system is not orthogonal however. Flux
aligned grids are commonly constructed by integrating the streamlines of the
vector field tangential to the isosurfaces of ψ [18, 19]. Reference [16] con-
structed a near-conformal coordinate system that is aligned to the magnetic
flux-surfaces in this way. The coordinates are near-conformal in the sense
that the grid-deformation is small. Unfortunately, the coordinate lines are
not orthogonal.
The previous examples show that it is possible to construct a structured
grid of a domain defined by the contour lines of a two-dimensional function
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ψ(x, y) (the flux). Now recall that this is exactly the requirement for the
discretization of an elliptic equation on this domain. The inverted Beltrami
equation in the TTM and related methods is no longer needed.
We therefore propose to construct an elliptic grid in three steps. First,
a flux aligned grid is constructed by one of the methods that have been
proposed in the literature. Then in a second step a suitably chosen elliptic
equation is transformed to, discretized and solved in this coordinate system.
We investigate the simple Laplace equation, the adapted equation and the
elliptic equation with monitor metric suggested by References [3, 6, 7]. Fi-
nally, we treat the solution of the elliptic equation as a new flux function.
We can therefore use an adapted version of the algorithm in the first step to
construct a second coordinate transformation from the ψ-aligned coordinates
to coordinates aligned to the solution of the second step. The final transfor-
mation then consists of the two consecutive coordinate transformations from
the first and the third step.
In Section 2 we derive our algorithm by using methods from differential
geometry. We first explain the approach of streamline integration by exem-
plarily constructing an orthogonal flux aligned grid. Then we show how to
construct the conformal grid, the adapted grid and the grid using a monitor
metric with our new method. In Section 3 we numerically show that with
our algorithm the coordinate map and its derivatives can be computed ef-
ficiently and up to machine precision. Furthermore, we plot example grids
for a domain relevant in magnetic confinement fusion, which are suitable for
edge turbulence simulations. We compare the grids to flux aligned grids and
assess the quality of our grids with two different solutions of an elliptic equa-
tion and the computation of maximal and minimal cell sizes. We conclude
in Section 4.
2. High precision elliptic grid generation
Given is a function ψ(x, y) in Cartesian coordinates. We want to construct
a grid on the region bounded by the two lines ψ(x, y) = ψ0 and ψ(x, y) = ψ1
with ψ0 6= ψ1. The derivative of the function ψ may not vanish within
this region and on the boundary and we further assume that the region is
topologically a ring. Note here that this excludes the description of domains
with an X-point or O-point. The numerical grid is described by a mapping of
the discretization of the rectangular computational domain (u, v) ∈ [0, u1]×
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[0, 2π] to the physical domain (x, y). u1 is an unknown, which the grid
generation process has to provide.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the coordinate systems, coordinate lines and basis vector
fields involved in our method.
As mentioned in the introduction and illustrated in Fig. 1 the idea of
our algorithm are two consecutive coordinate transformations constructed
by streamline integration. We denote the first transformation with x(ζ, η),
y(ζ, η), where the ζ coordinate is aligned with ψ and η is an angle-like coor-
dinate. The solution of the elliptic equation on this flux-aligned coordinate
system is denoted with u¯(ζ, η). The second coordinate transformation is then
denoted ζ(u, v), η(u, v) with u aligned to u¯.
When deriving the algorithm we use basic methods and notational con-
ventions of differential geometry. Here, we recommend the excellent Refer-
ence [20] as an introduction to the topic. We do so since in this approach
the separate roles of the metric tensor, the coordinate system and its base
vector fields are very clear. This is paramount for a concise description of
our method.
In this Section we first show how the basis vector fields can be integrated
to construct coordinate lines with the example of orthogonal coordinates in
Section 2.2. This follows an introduction of some helpful quantities, our nota-
tion and streamlines in Section 2.1. In the next step we transform, discretize
and solve an elliptic equation on the flux aligned coordinate system. The
solution u¯(ζ, η) then takes the role of a new flux function in the flux aligned
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coordinates. We can therefore repeat the streamline integration method in
the flux aligned coordinate system in order to construct coordinate lines of
the final u, v coordinates. We discuss three examples of this method. In
Section 2.3 we consider the simple Laplace and the Cauchy-Riemann equa-
tions (1) in order to construct conformal coordinates. In Section 2.4 we
modifiy the elliptic equation to allow grid adaption, before we introduce the
monitor metric in Section 2.5. Finally, we present our algorithm in Sec-
tion 2.6.
2.1. Preliminaries
In a curvilinear coordinate system (ζ, η) the components of the metric
tensor and its inverse take the form
g(ζ, η) =
(
gζζ gζη
gζη gηη
)
g−1(ζ, η) =
(
gζζ gζη
gζη gηη
)
(2)
We denote g = det g = gζζgηη − g2ζη. For Cartesian coordinates (x, y) the
elements of the inverse metric tensor are transformed by
gζζ = ζ2x + ζ
2
y (3a)
gζη = ζxηx + ζyηy (3b)
gηη = η2x + η
2
y (3c)
since gxx = gyy = 1 and gxy = 0. Given ζ(x, y), η(x, y) and its inverse x(ζ, η),
y(ζ, η) recall that their Jacobian matrices are related by(
xζ xη
yζ yη
) ∣∣∣∣
ζ(x,y),η(x,y)
=
1
ζxηy − ζyηx
(
ηy −ζy
−ηx ζx
) ∣∣∣∣
x,y
(4)
With the rules of tensor transformation it is easy to prove that the element
of the volume form
√
g is related to the Jacobian via
√
g = (xζyη − yζxη) = (ηyζx − ηxζy)−1 (5)
The components of the gradient operator and the divergence in an arbitrary
coordinate system read
(∇f)i = gij∂jf (6a)
∇ ·A = 1√
g
∂i
(√
gAi
)
, (6b)
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where we sum over repeated indices i, j ∈ {ζ, η} and define ∂ζ ≡ ∂/∂ζ ,
∂η ≡ ∂/∂η. Finally, we introduce the geometrical poloidal angle
θ(x, y) =


+arccos
(
x−x0√
(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2
)
for y ≥ y0
− arccos
(
x−x0√
(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2
)
for y < y0
(7)
such that the differential 1-form
dθ = − y − y0
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2dx+
x− x0
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2dy, (8)
where (x0, y0) is any point inside the region bounded by ψ0.
Streamline integration is the central part of our algorithm. Recall that
given a vector field v(x, y) = vx(x, y)∂x+ v
y(x, y)∂y its streamlines are given
by the equation
dx
dt
= vx(x, y)|x(t),y(t) (9a)
dy
dt
= vy(x, y)|x(t),y(t) (9b)
where t is a parameter. Recall here that in differential geometry the di-
rectional derivatives ∂x and ∂y are the base vector fields of the coordinate
system1. Now recall that if we have a function f(x, y) such that f(x(t), y(t))
is a one-to-one map from t to f we can re-parameterize Eq. (9) by
dx
df
=
dx/dt|t(f)
df/dt|t(f) =
vx(x, y)
(vx∂xf + vy∂yf)(x, y)
∣∣∣∣
x(f),y(f)
(10a)
dy
df
=
dy/dt|t(f)
df/dt|t(f) =
vy(x, y)
(vx∂xf + vy∂yf)(x, y)
∣∣∣∣
x(f),y(f)
(10b)
Furthermore, the derivative of any function g(x, y) along the streamlines of
v parameterized by f reads
dg
df
∣∣∣∣
x(f),y(f)
=
(vx∂xg + v
y∂yg)(x, y)
(vx∂xf + vy∂yf)(x, y)
∣∣∣∣
x(f),y(f)
(11)
1Some textbooks (e.g. [18]) introduce the notation ei := ∂x/∂x
i and ei := ∇xi. While
this formulation is suitable in many situations we refrain from using it since it mixes
the metric into the basis vectors through the use of the gradient (cf. Eq. (6)), which is
unpractical for our purposes.
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Figuratively, in any coordinate system (ζ, η) the 1-forms dζ and dη (the
contravariant basis) are visualized by the lines (surfaces in higher dimensions)
of constant ζ and η. At the same time the streamlines of the vector fields ∂ζ
and ∂η (the covariant basis) give the coordinate lines of ζ and η (cf. Fig. 1).
For example, if we hold η constant and vary ζ , we go along a streamline
of ∂ζ . This implies that in two dimensions dη and ∂ζ trace the same line.
The vector fields ∇ζ and ∇η are associated to dζ and dη through the metric
tensor by Eq. (6) and are the vector fields that are everywhere perpendicular
to the lines of constant ζ and η, respectively. It is important to realize that in
general curvilinear coordinates the vector fields ∇ζ and ∇η point in different
directions than ∂ζ and ∂η. The central point in our algorithm is the realization
that once we can express ∂ζ and ∂η in terms of ∂x and ∂y we can immediately
construct the coordinate transformation by integrating streamlines of ∂ζ and
∂η using Eq. (9). This holds true even if (x, y) were curvilinear coordinates.
The components of the one-forms dζ and dη in terms of dx and dy form
the elements of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation. These are also
necessary in order to transform any tensor (including the metric) from the
old to the new coordinate system.
2.2. Orthogonal coordinates
In general, orthogonal coordinates ζ, η with ζ aligned to ψ are described
by
dζ = ζxdx+ ζydy = f(ψ)(ψxdx+ ψydy) (12a)
dη = ηxdx+ ηydy = h(x, y)(−ψydx+ ψxdy) (12b)
With Eq. (12) we have gζη = ζxηx+ζyηy = 0, g
ζζ = (∇ψ)2f 2, gηη = (∇ψ)2h2
and
√
g−1 = (∇ψ)2hf . From Eq. (4) we directly see that the basis vector
fields are
∂ζ = xζ∂x + yζ∂y =
1
(∇ψ)2f (ψx∂x + ψy∂y) (13a)
∂η = xη∂x + yη∂y =
1
(∇ψ)2h(−ψy∂x + ψx∂y) (13b)
i.e. ∂ζ points into the direction of the gradient of ψ and ∂η into the direction
of constant ψ = const surfaces. Now, the coordinate system is defined up to
the functions f(ψ) and h(x, y). Note that f must be a function of ψ only
since the restriction d(dζ) = 0 must hold. Furthermore, f(ψ) = dζ/dψ 6= 0
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is in principle an arbitrary function, yet we choose f(ψ) = f0 = const. With
this choice we directly get
ζ(x, y) = f0(ψ(x, y)− ψ0) (14)
Note that ζ0 = 0 and ζ1 = f0(ψ1 − ψ0). The up to now undefined function
h(x, y) is not arbitrary since d(dη) = 0 must hold. This is the requirement
that dη must be a closed form in order for the potential η to exist. We can
express this as
(ψx∂x + ψy∂y)h = f(∇ψ)2∂ζh = −h∆ψ (15)
where ∆ψ = ψxx+ψyy is the two-dimensional Laplacian. Let us remark here
that Eq. (15) can be written as ∇ · (h∇ψ) = 0, which makes the orthogonal
grid an elliptic grid with adaption function h as becomes evident later. In
order to integrate this equation we need an initial condition for h. We choose
to first discretize the line given by ψ(x, y) = ψ0.
As already mentioned ∂η is the vector field the streamlines of which give
the coordinate lines for η. We choose h(x, y) = const on ψ0. To this end we
parameterize the coordinate line by θ (cf. Eq. (10))
dx
dθ
∣∣∣∣
ζ=0
=
xη
θη
=
−ψy
ψxθy − ψyθx (16a)
dy
dθ
∣∣∣∣
ζ=0
=
yη
θη
=
ψx
ψxθy − ψyθx (16b)
dη
dθ
∣∣∣∣
ζ=0
=
1
θη
=
(∇ψ)2h(ψ0)
ψxθy − ψyθx (16c)
Let us define h(ψ0) such that η ∈ [0, 2π], that is,
2π =
∮
ψ=ψ0
dη =
∮ 2pi
0
dη
dθ
∣∣∣∣
ζ=0
dθ
or
f0 := h(ψ0) =
2π∫ 2pi
0
dθ (∇ψ)
2
ψxθy−ψyθx
(17)
Here, we also fixed the constant f0 such that our coordinate system ζ, η fulfills
the Cauchy–Riemann condition on the boundary line ψ0. As initial point for
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the integration of Eq. (16) we can use any point with ψ(x, y) = ψ0. We then
use h(ψ0) on the flux-surface ψ0 as initial condition for the integration of
Eq. (15).
We obtain coordinate lines by integrating the vector fields ∂ζ and ∂η given
in (13). We start the construction by integrating ∂η for ψ = ψ0, i.e. ζ = 0.
This can be done since h|ψ0 is known. The obtained points serve as starting
points for the integration of ∂ζ = f
−1
0 ∂ψ. In order to get h we simply integrate
Eq. (15)
dx
dζ
∣∣∣∣
η=const
=
ψx
f0(∇ψ)2 (18a)
dy
dζ
∣∣∣∣
η=const
=
ψy
f0(∇ψ)2 (18b)
dh
dζ
∣∣∣∣
η=const
= − ∆ψ
f0(∇ψ)2h (18c)
Note that if ∆ψ = 0, we directly get a conformal grid with this algorithm.
This can be seen as then h(ζ, η) = f0. In Appendix A we briefly study the
class of functions ψ that are solutions of the Grad–Shafranov equation and
satisfy ∆ψ = 0. This, however, is not true in general.
Let us further remark on the sign of f0. It is our goal to construct a right
handed coordinate system and to have ζ1 > ζ0 = 0. The curves of constant
θ surround x0, y0 in a mathematically positive direction. That means that
Eq. (17) implies that f0 > 0 if ∇ψ points away from x0, y0. If this is not the
case, we obtain f0 < 0. On the other hand if ζ should increase from ψ0 to
ψ1, we need f0 < 0 for ψ1 < ψ0 and f0 > 0 for ψ1 > ψ0. We thus simply take
the absolute value of Eq. (17) and multiply by −1 if ψ1 < ψ0. For ease of
notation we do so also in the following without further notice.
Let us finally summarize the grid generation in the following algorithm; we
assume that the ζ space is discretized by a list of not necessarily equidistant
values ζi with i = 0, 1, . . .Nζ − 1 and η is discretized by a list of ηj with
j = 0, 1, . . .Nη − 1:
1. Find an arbitrary point (x, y) with ψ(x, y) = ψ0 and a point x0, y0
within the region bound by ψ(x, y) = ψ0 for the definition of θ in
Eq. (7)
2. Integrate Eq. (16) with h = 1 over Θ = [0, 2π] and use Eq. (17) to com-
pute f ≡ f0 and h(ψ0). Use any convenient method for the integration
of ordinary differential equations.
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3. Integrate one streamline of Eq. (13b) with h = f0 from η = 0..ηj for all
j. The result is a list of Nη coordinates xj , yj on the ψ0 surface.
4. Using this list as starting values integrate Eq. (18) from ζ = 0 . . . ζi for
all i. This gives the map x(ζi, ηj), y(ζi, ηj) for all i and j.
5. Last, using the resulting list of coordinates and Eq. (12) evaluate the
derivatives ζx(ζi, ηj), ζy(ζi, ηj), ηx(ζi, ηj), and ηy(ζi, ηj) for all i and j.
2.3. Conformal coordinates
A conformal mapping u(x, y), v(x, y) has to satisfy the Cauchy–Riemann
equations given in Eq. (1). A direct consequence is that u and v are harmonic
functions
∆u = ∆v = 0 (19)
Here, ∆ = ∇2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian with the divergence and
gradient operators defined in (6). First, we note that Eq. (19) holds in ev-
ery coordinate system. Let us assume that we have constructed flux aligned
coordinates (ζ, η). These can be, but not necessarily have to be, the orthog-
onal coordinates introduced in the last section. Now, in order to construct
conformal coordinates u, v we first define
u(ζ, η) := c0(u¯(ζ, η)− ψ0) (20)
and thus
∆u¯(ζ, η) = 0 (21)
where u¯(0, η) = ψ0 and u¯(ζ1, η) = ψ1 fulfills Dirichlet boundary conditions in
ζ . In η we have periodic boundary conditions.
Note the analogy between Eq. (20) and Eq. (14). Now, u¯ is equal to ψ at
the boundaries and its Laplacian vanishes in between. In fact, u¯ takes the
role of ψ in the following coordinate transformation. We introduce c0 as a
normalization constant with the same role as f0 in the orthogonal coordinate
transformation. Having u¯(ζ, η), our idea is to construct the basis one-forms
du and dv in terms of dζ and dη by transforming the Cauchy-Riemann equa-
tions to the ζ, η coordinate system. Analogues to the algorithm in Section 2.2
we can then construct the basis vector fields ∂u and ∂v, appropriately choose
a normalization and then use streamline integration in the ζ, η coordinate
system to construct the coordinates. From the basis one-forms du and dv we
get the elements of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation. Before we do
this in detail however, let us first discuss some alternative elliptic equations
to the simple Eq. (19).
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2.4. Grid adaption
Although the conformal grid is advantageous for elliptic equations (due to
the vanishing metric coefficients) the cell distribution is not very flexible; once
the boundary is set the conformal map is unique. We therefore have little
control over the distribution of cells. We can use grid adaption techniques to
overcome this restriction. The idea is to modify the elliptic equations that u
and v have to fulfill. That is, we choose
∇ ·
(∇u
w
)
= ∇ · (w∇v) = 0 (22)
where w is an appropriately chosen weight function. The cell size will be
small in regions where w is large and spread out in regions where w is small.
The Cauchy–Riemann equations (1) are changed accordingly to
vx = −uy
w
vy =
ux
w
(23)
Let us remark here that it is straightforward to implement the weight function
in the orthogonal grid generation. In Section 2.2 we simply replace the
function h by h/w. Then we have
∂ζ =
1
f0(∇ψ)2 (ψx∂x + ψy∂y) (24a)
∂η =
w
h(∇ψ)2 (−ψy∂x + ψx∂y) (24b)
and ∇ψ · ∇(h/w) = −h/w∆ψ. A suitable choice for w is
w = |∇ψ| (25)
as then the angle-like coordinate η becomes the arc length on the ψ0 line.
2.5. Monitor metric and the heat conduction tensor
We follow Reference [3, 6, 7] and replace the canonical metric tensor g
by a specifically tailored tensor G that takes the form
G(x, y) = TT+ k2NN+ ε(x, y)I (26)
with T = (−ψy, ψx) and N = −(ψx, ψy). The vector T is tangential to the
contour lines of ψ while N is normal to it. We have
√
G =
[
(ε+ k2(ψ2x + ψ
2
y))(ε+ (ψ
2
x + ψ
2
y))
]−1/2
(27)
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where k < 1 is a constant and ε is a function that is nonzero in the neigh-
borhood of singularities, i.e. where ∇ψ(x, y) = 0. In our work we choose
k = 0.1 and ε(x, y) ≡ ε = 0.001. Note that the scalar product induced by
G conserves perpendicularity with respect to T, i.e. if and only if any vector
v ⊥ T in the canonical metric, then it is also perpendicular to T in G. In
our application this is important at the boundary.
Now, we consider the elliptic equation
∇ · (
√
GG∇u) = 0
∂x(
√
G(Gxx∂xu+G
xy∂yu)) + ∂y(
√
G(Gyx∂xu+G
yy∂yu)) = 0 (28)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The resulting grid coordinate u is al-
most perfectly aligned in regions far away from singularities and breaks the
alignment in regions where |∇ψ| is small or vanishes.
We now take a slightly more general approach and rewrite Eq. (28)
∇ · (χ∇u) = 0 (29)
where χ(x, y) is a symmetric positive-definite contravariant tensor. Then the
conformal grid from Section 2.3, the grid adaption from Section 2.4 as well
as the monitor metric can be considered special cases. The grid adaption is
recovered by setting χ = 1/wI, while the monitor metric is simply χ =
√
GG.
The true conformal case is, of course, recovered by setting χ = I.
This allows us to provide a commonly known physical interpretation of
Eq. (29). If u is a temperature, then the Dirichlet boundary condition fixes
a temperature at the boundary of our domain. The tensor χ(x, y) is then
the anisotropic heat conduction tensor and the coordinate lines for u are the
isothermal lines of the steady state solution to the heat diffusion problem.
This interpretation allows us to intuitively estimate how the coordinate lines
look like when a specific χ is chosen. In the case of grid adaption, if the
weight function is large, the heat conduction is low resulting in small tem-
perature gradients and thus closely spaced grid cells. On the other hand, let
us reconsider Eq. (26) for the case ε = 0. Then we can write
χ =
1
k
tˆtˆ+ knˆnˆ = χ‖tˆtˆ+ χ⊥nˆnˆ (30)
which for k < 1 simply means that the heat conduction parallel to the mag-
netic field is far stronger than perpendicular to it, which is in fact the case
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in an actual fusion reactor. The coordinate lines will thus tend to align with
the magnetic flux surfaces with the degree of alignment given by k resulting
in an almost aligned grid. In the limit of vanishing k the alignment should
be perfect. If |∇ψ| vanishes, the tensor (26) reduces to χ = I.
2.6. The elliptic grids
Suppose that we have constructed a boundary aligned grid (ζ, η), which
may but not necessarily has to be the orthogonal grid from Section 2.2. Now,
we solve the general elliptic equation
∇ · (χ∇u¯) = ∂i(√gχij∂j u¯) = 0 (31)
in the transformed coordinate system with boundary conditions u¯|∂Ω = ψ.
We set u = c0(u¯−ψ0). This means that we have to transform the conduction
tensor χ from Cartesian to flux coordinates, which is done by the well known
rules of tensor transformation
χζζ(ζ, η) = (ζxζxχ
xx + 2ζxζyχ
xy + ζyζyχ
yy)|x(ζ,η),y(ζ,η) (32a)
χζη(ζ, η) = (ζxηxχ
xx + (ζxηy + ηxζy)χ
xy + ζyηyχ
yy)|x(ζ,η),y(ζ,η) (32b)
χηη(ζ, η) = (ηxηxχ
xx + 2ηxηyχ
xy + ηyηyχ
yy))|x(ζ,η),y(ζ,η) (32c)
The equivalent of the Cauchy–Riemann equations in this formulation reads
vζ = −√g(χηζuζ + χηηuη) (33a)
vη = +
√
g(χζζuζ + χ
ζηuη) (33b)
These are constructed such that ∇ · ((χ/ detχ)∇v) = 0. The interested
reader might notice that Eq. (33) just defines the components of the Hodge
dual dv = ⋆du if χ is interpreted as a metric. We note that these equations
are now valid for any grid that we use to solve Eq. (31). If we find a boundary
aligned grid analytically, we can start the grid construction directly with the
solution of Eq. (31) and then proceed with the conformal grid generation.
The relevant equations for the streamline integration now read
du = c0(u¯ζdζ + u¯ηdη) (34a)
dv = c0
√
g(−(χηζ u¯ζ + χηηu¯η)dζ + (χζζu¯ζ + χζηu¯η)dη) (34b)
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which just means that v is orthogonal to u in the scalar product gen-
erated by the symmetric tensor χ, which we denote by 〈., .〉. We have
J = c20
√
g〈∇u¯,∇u¯〉 := c20
√
g(u¯2ζχ
ζζ + 2u¯ζu¯ηχ
ζη + u¯2ηχ
ηη) and
∂u =
1
c0〈∇u¯,∇u¯〉(χ
ζζu¯ζ + χ
ζηu¯η)∂ζ + (χ
ηζ u¯ζ + χ
ηηu¯η)∂η (35a)
∂v =
1
c0
√
g〈∇u¯,∇u¯〉(−u¯η∂ζ + u¯ζ∂η) (35b)
As for the orthogonal coordinates we have to integrate these two vector fields
to construct our coordinates. We begin with the integration of ∂v along the
ζ = 0 line. It is important to note that u¯η|ζ=0 = 0 and thus
ηv(0, η) =
(
c0
√
gu¯ζχ
ζζ
) |ζ=0,η (36)
We can use Eq. (36) to define c0 such that v ∈ [0, 2π]. In order to do so we
simply integrate
v1 =
∫ 2pi
0
dv
dη
∣∣∣∣
ζ=0
dη =
∫ 2pi
0
1
ηv
dη = c0
∫ 2pi
0
√
gχζζu¯ζ(0, η)dη := 2π (37)
with v0 = 0 and choose c0 such that v1 = 2π. This is the analogues equation
to Eq. (17), with the difference that we can integrate Eq. (37) directly using
numerical quadrature. Having done this we integrate, analog to Section 2.2,
∂v on ζ = 0 to get starting points for the integration of ∂u from u¯0 = 0 to
u¯1 = c0ζ1. Note, that we can compute the components of du and dv in terms
of dx and dy by using the transformation
ux(ζ, η) = uζζx + uηηx, uy(ζ, η) = uζζy + uηηy (38a)
vx(ζ, η) = vζζx + vηηx, vy(ζ, η) = vζζy + vηηy (38b)
as soon as the constant c0 becomes available.
Note that the resulting grid will, in general, not be orthogonal in the
Euclidean metric. However, for all the cases we discuss in this paper, the
grid is orthogonal at the boundary.
The final algorithm now reads, assuming that u is discretized by not
necessarily equidistant points ui for i = 0, 1, . . .Nu − 1 and v by vj with
j = 0, 1, . . .Nv − 1 and that x(ζ, η), y(ζ, η) as well as the components of the
Jacobian ζx(ζ, η), ζy(ζ, η), ηx(ζ, η) and ηy(ζ, η) are available from the first
coordinate transformation (e.g. Section 2.2):
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1. Choose either χ = I, χ = 1/wI or χ =
√
GG depening on whether a
conformal, adapted or monitor grid is desired.
2. Discretize and solve the elliptic equation (31) on the ζ, η grid for u¯(ζ, η)
with any method that converges. Use Eq. (32) to transform χ from
Cartesian to the ζ, η coordinate system. The chosen resolution deter-
mines the accuracy of the subsequent streamline integration.
3. Numerically compute the derivatives u¯ζ and u¯η and construct η
−1
v (0, η)
using Eq. (36) for c0 = 1
4. Integrate Eq. (37) to determine c0.
5. On the ζ, η grid compute ηv, ζu and ζv according to Eq. (35) as well as
uζ, uη, vζ and vη according to Eq. (34). Use Eq. (38) and the Jacobian
of the ζ, η coordinates to compute ux, uy, vx and vy.
6. Integrate the streamline of ∂v for ζ = 0 from v = 0 . . . vj for all j on
the ζ, η grid using the normalized component ηv. Interpolate ηv(ζ, η)
when necessary.
7. Using the resulting points as start values integrate ∂u from u = 0 . . . ui
for all i and all points. The result is the list of coordinates ζ(ui, vj),
η(ui, vj) for all i and j.
8. Interpolate x (ζ, η), y (ζ, η), ux(ζ, η), uy(ζ, η), vx(ζ, η) and vy(ζ, η) on
this list.
There are two differences in this algorithm from the one presented in Sec-
tion 2.2: For the integration of the vector fields Eq. (35) and the evaluation of
derivatives Eq. (34) we need to evaluate its components at arbitrary points.
An interpolation method is thus needed. In order to avoid out-of-bound er-
rors we can artificially make the ζ, η box periodic. Second, the existence of
the coordinate v is guaranteed by the Cauchy–Riemann equations and thus
the h function does not appear.
A suitable test for the implementation is e.g. the volume/area of the
domain. Being an invariant the volume must be the same regardless of the
coordinate system in use.
3. Numerical tests
We extend our numerical library FELTOR (www.github.com/feltor-dev/
feltor) [21] with a geometry package that can handle the various grids dis-
cussed in Section 2. For our implementation we choose high order explicit
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Runge–Kutta methods (see, for example, [22]) to integrate the necessary ordi-
nary differential equations and discontinuous Galerkin (dG) methods [23, 24]
for the elliptic equations and the interpolation. The grid points and metric
elements are thus available up to machine precision. Note here that each
point of the grids we discussed in Section 2 can be computed independently
from each other, which provides a trivial parallelization option.
We perform the computationally intensive inversion of the elliptic equa-
tion (31) on a GPU with a conjugate gradient method. On a single CPU a
direct solver might be preferable but the assembly of the elliptic operator is
not straightforward due to the presence of the metric elements. The advan-
tage in an iterative method is that we do not need to assemble the whole
matrix we only need to implement the application to a vector.
As already discussed in the introduction in all structured grids derivatives
are pulled back to a rectangular grid (the computational space). The compu-
tational space is a product space, i.e. the discretization of the derivatives is
one-dimensional (cf. [25, 24]). This reduces the stencil of the discretization
compared to a discretization using an unstructured two-dimensional grid and
simplifies the communication pattern in a parallel implementation. Further-
more, the matrices have a block-diagonal form with two side bands, where
each block has the size P × P with P the number of polynomial coefficients
in each cell. Apart from the corner entries all blocks on the diagonals are
equal. This further reduces the storage requirements and in our experience
increases the performance of matrix-vector multiplications by a factor of 2−3
compared to a sparse matrix format (like the compressed sparse row format)
that stores all non-zero elements explicitly.
In the following we will use the function ψ that is given by Reference [26]
as an analytical solution to the Grad-Shafranov equation. This function is
used in practice for turbulence simulations in tokamaks. The values of the
12 coefficients in ψ can be found in Appendix B. Furthermore, all programs
used for this work can be found in the latest release of FELTOR [21].
3.1. Convergence of u¯
We first check that the numerical solution of Eq. (31) converges as ex-
pected. As we do not have an analytical solution we compute the difference
in the L2 norm of the computational space between two consecutive solutions
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u¯1num and u¯
2
num. We thus define the numerical error
εu¯ =
(∫ ζ1
ζ0
dζ
∫ 2pi
0
dη(u¯1num − u¯2num)2∫ ζ1
ζ0
dζ
∫ 2pi
0
dη(u¯1num)
2
)1/2
. (39)
In Table 1 we show the results for different high order polynomials to test the
Nη = 10Nζ P = 9 P = 11 P = 13 P = 15
20 - - - -
40 5.98E-05 8.69E-06 5.86E-06 2.87E-07
80 3.48E-06 3.40E-07 3.75E-08 1.89E-08
160 4.80E-08 3.58E-09 2.89E-10 2.64E-11
320 7.43E-10 3.02E-11 1.71E-12 3.07E-12
Table 1: Comparison of the L2 errors (39) for the solution of the elliptic
equation with monitor metric (31) on flux grid. The number of cells is de-
noted by Nη and Nζ , respectively, and we employ polynomials of degree P−1
in each cell.
convergence of the general elliptic equation with monitor metric (31). The
region is bounded by ψ0 = −20 and ψ1 = −1. We use a fluxgrid with the
angle-like coordinate defined as the arc length to discretize this region [12].
The advantage is that this grid is quickly generated and has, other than the
orthogonal grids discussed in Section 2.2, a fairly homogeneous distribution
of cells throughout the domain. As we use Dirichlet boundary conditions the
nonorthogonality is not an issue. We observe a quick convergence until a
relative error of around 10−12 is reached. This apparent upper bound is due
to the accuracy of the residuum in the conjugate gradient solver at 10−11.
Let us note that we observe similar convergence rates for the conformal and
adapted grids.
3.2. Grid quality
Now we construct our elliptic grids and compare them to the near-conformal
grid suggested by Reference [16] as a reference grid for existing flux aligned
grids. Note that in this section by orthogonal grid we always mean the
adapted orthogonal grid discussed in Section 2.4. In Fig. 2 we plot the or-
thogonal grid described in Section 2 with the function h chosen once on the
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(a) orthogonal ψ0 = −20 (b) orthogonal ψ0 = −1 (c) near conformal
Figure 2: Orthogonal grid with ψ0 = −20, ψ1 = −1 (a), orthogonal grid with
ψ0 = −1, ψ1 = −20 (b) both with w = |∇ψ| and near conformal grid with
ψ0 = −20, ψ1 = −1 (c) with equal number of grid points P = 1, Nζ = 8,
Nη = 80. Note that the nodes represent cell centers and not the actual cell
boundaries. The grey lines denote the actual grid boundaries at ψ = −20
and ψ = −1. For the sake of orientation we also plot the line ψ = 0 to
indicate the X-point.
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inner boundary 2a and once on the outer boundary 2b (in both cases adap-
tion is used), and the near conformal grid proposed by Reference [16] in 2c.
In the orthogonal grids, we have an equidistant discretization at the inner
respectively outer boundary. Each of these grids is aligned with the magnetic
flux function ψ. The orthogonal grids 2a and 2b distribute equally spaced
cells evenly in the region around Z = 0, where the contour lines are almost
straight. The cell size in the radial direction decreases as we go from the
inner to the outer boundary. However, when the curvature of the contour
lines increases (this is the case in the region around R = 500), the cells are
either prolongated or compressed in the direction of the angle-like coordinate
η. This effect results in cells with very large aspect ratio of the cells in the
orthogonal grids.
The near-conformal grid 2c is near-conformal in the sense that the confor-
mal deformation gζζ/gηη is small. Note, however, that this grid is completely
aligned to the function ψ. This means that the aspect ratio of the cells re-
mains as constant as possible. The downside of this grid is that it is clearly
non-orthogonal especially close to the boundary and thus Neumann bound-
ary conditions are difficult to implement.
In Fig. 3 we plot the results from our elliptic grid generation processes.
We show a true conformal grid 3a, an elliptic grid with adaption 3b and one
constructed with a monitor metric 3c. The last grid is clearly non-orthogonal
while the conformal and adapted grids are orthogonal in the whole domain.
All three grids are orthogonal at the boundary (which facilitates the imple-
mentation of Neumann boundary conditions). The conformal grid 3a suffers
from large cells in the upper and lower regions of the domain. This is cured
by either performing grid adaption 3b or by employing a monitor metric 3c.
Both result in cells of similar size. The difference between these grids is the
degree of flux alignment, which is clearly superior in the monitor grid in
the region close to the X-point (Reference [6] provides a more quantitative
investigation of the degree of alignment).
We assess the quality of our grids using an analytic solution of the fol-
lowing elliptic equation
∇ · (χ∇f) = ρ, (40)
where we either choose a flux aligned solution
fana(x, y) =0.1(ψ − ψ0)(ψ − 2ψ1 + ψ0) (41a)
χ(x, y) =
x0
x
√
1 + (∇ψ)2 (41b)
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(a) true conformal grid (b) grid adaption (c) monitor metric
Figure 3: Truly conformal grid (a), adapted grid with w = |∇ψ| (b) and
monitor grid with k = 0.1 and ε = 0.001 (c) with equal number of grid
points P = 1, Nζ = 8, Nη = 80. We choose ψ0 = −20 and ψ1 = −1. Note
that the nodes represent cell centers and not the actual cell boundaries. The
grey lines denote the actual grid boundaries at ψ = −20 and ψ = −1. For
the sake of orientation we also plot the line ψ = 0 to indicate the X-point.
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or a localized solution
fana(x, y) =


0 if
(
x−xb
σ
)2
+
(
y−yb
σ
)2
> 1
exp
[
1 +
((
x−xb
σ
)2
+
(
y−yb
σ
)2 − 1)−1] else (42a)
χ(x, y) =
x0
x
√
1 + (∇ψ)2(1 + 0.5 sin(θ(x, y))). (42b)
The corresponding parameters are as follows: x0 = 550, ψ0 = −20 and
ψ1 = −1, xb = 440, yb = −220 and σ = 40. The position of the blob
corresponds to the lower left corner of the domain. In this region the grids
differ the most. Also note that the flux aligned solution (41) has a Neumann
boundary condition at ψ = ψ1 and a Dirichlet boundary at ψ = ψ0. For
the localized solution (42) we choose Dirichlet conditions at both bound-
aries. In order to numerically solve Eq. (40) we first have to transform the
metric and the involved functions to the coordinate system that we use (cf.
Reference [25, 24] on how the derivatives are discretized). It might seem
that the conformal and orthogonal grids have a performance advantage over
the curvilinear grids because the non-diagonal elements of the metric vanish.
However, the number of necessary matrix-vector multiplications is four in
all cases and only the number of vector-vector multiplications is different.
Consequently, we only observe minor differences in performance.
The relative errors are computed in the L2 norm via
ε =
(∫ u1
u0
du
∫ 2pi
0
dv
√
g(fnum − fana)2∫ u1
u0
du
∫ 2pi
0
dv
√
gf 2ana
)1/2
(43)
where
√
gdudv is the correct volume form in the u, v coordinate system. The
ratio of Nv/Nu is chosen such that the aspect ratio of the resulting cells is
approximately unity.
Let us point out first that if we choose a function fana = fana(ψ) the flux
aligned grids produce errors that can be orders of magnitude lower than those
of the non-aligned grids. This is observed in Table 2. The orthogonal grid has
much better errors than the elliptic grids. However, while the conformal and
adapted grids have similar errors the monitor grid shows smaller errors for
all resolutions. This is due to the fact that the degree of alignment is higher
in case of the monitor grid (see, for example, [6] for a discussion). If due to
some physical reasons the solution is expected to be flux aligned, the aligned
grids are thus preferable. From the dG method we expect convergence of
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Nu Nv Conformal Adapted Monitor Orthogonal
P=3
2 20 3.10E-02 - 1.37E-02 - 8.15E-03 - 7.34E-03 -
4 40 9.58E-03 1.69 4.80E-03 1.51 1.86E-03 2.13 4.67E-04 3.97
8 80 1.32E-03 2.86 1.17E-03 2.03 2.70E-04 2.78 4.28E-05 3.45
16 160 7.76E-04 0.76 2.74E-04 2.10 4.42E-05 2.61 4.26E-06 3.33
32 320 5.17E-05 3.91 5.02E-05 2.45 6.14E-06 2.85 3.58E-07 3.57
64 640 4.57E-06 3.50 7.41E-06 2.76 7.85E-07 2.97 3.23E-08 3.47
P=4
2 20 5.30E-03 - 8.72E-03 - 2.72E-03 - 3.01E-04 -
4 40 1.48E-03 1.84 1.61E-03 2.43 2.21E-04 3.62 1.32E-05 4.51
8 80 9.30E-04 0.67 3.87E-04 2.06 5.47E-05 2.01 1.10E-06 3.59
16 160 1.31E-04 2.83 6.96E-05 2.48 7.57E-06 2.85 4.14E-08 4.73
32 320 4.57E-06 4.84 1.00E-05 2.80 7.83E-07 3.27 2.01E-09 4.37
64 640 5.66E-07 3.01 1.07E-06 3.22 7.93E-08 3.30 9.61E-11 4.39
Table 2: Convergence table for Eq. (40) with the flux aligned solution given
in Eq. (41) on the different grids proposed. We show the relative error (43)
and the corresponding order for various numbers of polynomial coefficients
P in the dG discretization. The orthogonal grid uses ψ0 = −20 as the first
line.
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order P [27]. This is achieved only in ideal cases, however. We observe
more irregular behaviour. The orthogonal grid shows approximate orders
of 3.5 and 4.5, while the remaining grids show orders mostly between 2.0
and 3.5. Since the discretization method itself is equal in all four cases this
irregularity is most likely due to the different metric elements in the four
coordinate systems.
In actual turbulence simulations we expect localized structures and eddies
as exemplified by the localized solution given in Eq. (42). In Table 3 we show
Nu Nv Orthogonal Conformal Near Conformal Monitor
P=3
4 40 1.24E+00 - 1.07E+00 - 6.67E+00 - 2.37E+00 -
8 80 3.38E-01 1.87 7.39E-01 0.54 5.35E-01 3.64 6.53E-01 1.86
16 160 2.57E-01 0.39 3.20E-01 1.21 2.92E-01 0.87 1.15E-01 2.51
32 320 3.68E-02 2.80 6.98E-02 2.20 1.76E-02 4.06 1.38E-02 3.06
64 640 3.15E-03 3.55 6.70E-04 6.70 1.58E-03 3.47 3.78E-04 5.18
P=4
4 40 2.39E+00 - 1.49E+00 - 1.84E+00 - 1.19E+00 -
8 80 6.41E-01 1.90 8.11E-01 0.88 7.59E-01 1.28 4.09E-01 1.54
16 160 1.18E-01 2.44 1.04E-01 2.96 9.81E-02 2.95 5.56E-02 2.88
32 320 1.56E-02 2.92 2.14E-02 2.28 7.66E-03 3.68 1.93E-03 4.85
64 640 6.78E-04 4.52 3.66E-04 5.87 2.62E-04 4.87 5.15E-05 5.23
Table 3: Convergence table for the solution of Eq. (40) with the localized
solution given by Eq. (42) on the different grids proposed. We show the
relative error (43) and the corresponding order for two different numbers of
polynomial coefficients P in the dG discretization. The orthogonal grid uses
ψ0 = −20 as the first line.
the resulting convergence for a forward discretization on the orthogonal grid,
the truly conformal grid, the near conformal grid, and the elliptic grid with
monitor metric.
Note that we again observe irregular convergence behaviour for all grids.
Nonetheless we ordered the grids from mostly high to lower errors from left
to right. The grid constructed with the monitor metric has the lowest error.
The worst grids are the orthogonal and the true conformal grids, which have
the largest cell sizes at the location, where the blob was placed. The errors
from the adapted grid are approximately between the near conformal grid
and the grid with monitor metric.
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The performance of these grids can be more clearly understood by com-
paring their maximal and minimal cell sizes for a fixed number of cells. Recall
that the arc length of a curve is the integral over the norm of the tangent
vector of the curve. In the case of the coordinate lines the tangent vectors
are just the basis vectors ∂u and ∂v. If we assume that the computational
space is discretized in equidistant cells with cell size hu and hv respectively,
we define
lu :=
√
guuhu =
√
g
√
gvvhu (44a)
lv :=
√
gvvhv =
√
g
√
guuhv (44b)
Furthermore we define the ratio of maximal to minimal cell size by
au :=
max lu
min lu
av :=
max lv
min lv
(45)
max lu max lv min lu min lv au av
Orthogonal (ψ0 = −1) 14.23 6.03 1.53 0.06 9.28 94.56
Orthogonal (ψ0 = −20) 9.50 154.22 1.53 3.28 6.20 47.09
Conformal 57.02 79.51 1.75 2.44 32.53 32.53
Near Conformal 21.99 31.07 1.62 2.28 13.59 13.62
Adapted 58.91 20.05 1.68 2.04 34.98 9.82
Monitor 33.14 15.42 1.96 3.04 16.91 5.07
Table 4: Comparison of minimal and maximal cell sizes as defined in Eq. (44)
and the ratios defined in Eq. (45) of the various grids with equal number of
gridpoints Nu = 32, Nv = 320. The grids are ordered according to the ratio
of maximum to minimum cell size in v from top to bottom.
In Table 4 we compute the maximum and minimum cell sizes of the var-
ious grids. For completeness we also computed the values for the orthogonal
grid with the first line being the ψ0 = −1 line, which is plotted in Fig. 2. We
expect that if the maximal cell size is small, then the error committed by
this grid is also small. In fact, this explains the results that were obtained
in Table 3. That is, the monitor grid and the near conformal grid are better
in terms of accuracy compared to the conformal and orthogonal grids. Note
that the orthogonal grid with ψ0 = −20 as the fist line has quite long cells in
the v direction but smaller cells than all the other grids in the u direction.
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The accuracy obtained is an important consideration. However, it has to
be seen in the context that this elliptic equation will eventually be coupled
to an evolution equation. In this case the minimal grid size is an important
characteristics as it determines the CFL condition of explicit solvers and the
condition number of the discretization matrix in implicit schemes and thus
the computational efficiency of the grid used. Consider the minimal grid size
in the v direction of the orthogonal grid with ψ0 = −1 as the first line. It is
50 times smaller than the cell in the monitor grid. Thus, this grid is clearly
not efficient for a practical numerical simulation.
The values of au and av are a measure of how well a grid performs. Small
values indicate small errors in the elliptic equation and a large minimal cell
size, which is advantageous for advection schemes. Overall we thus find that
the monitor grid gives the best accuracy as well as the least stringent CFL
condition among the grids we have considered here. This is expressed by a
minimal value of av and the au value second only to the near conformal grid.
4. Conclusion
All in all, we show that we are able to construct various elliptic grids by
the method of streamline integration combined with the solution of a suitably
chosen elliptic equation. Compared to the TTM and related methods [4, 6,
7] we significantly simplify the construction and accuracy of the method.
Compared to the flux-aligned grids suggested in the literature on magnetic
fusion problems [16] we improve the distribution of cells across the domain
and enable boundary orthogonality.
In our example implementation we discretize the approach laid out in
Section 2 with high order Runge Kutta and dG methods. Our grids are suit-
able but not limited to the discretization of the edge region of magnetically
confined plasmas as proved in Section 3. We explicitly show convergence of
two solutions for a general elliptic equation that appears in typical physical
models of plasma turbulence. Our orthogonal grids are flux aligned but show
the largest variation in cell size of all the grids we investigated. The confor-
mal grid to a lesser extent suffers from the same problem. In conclusion we
find that the adaptive grid and even more the monitor metric approach yield
the best grids in terms of small error and homogeneous cell distribution.
In the future we intend to investigate the possibility to include the X-point
into the domain of interest. The difficulty encountered with our algorithm
at an X-point or O-point is the vanishing gradient ∇ψ. The Jacobian of any
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flux aligned coordinate system thus has a singularity at this point and the
convergence of elliptic equations significantly deteriorates or even vanishes.
Numerical methods that can handle singularities might solve the problem.
Furthermore, a generalization of our algorithm to three dimensions might be
feasible.
Appendix A. Conformal and field aligned coordinates
The magnetic flux ψ does in general not satisfy the Laplace equation and
thus is not able to serve as a conformal coordinate directly. It is therefore
unclear whether it is possible to find a field aligned conformal coordinate
system. Thus, we ask if it is possible to find a function u such that u(ψ)
satisfies the Laplace equation
∆u(ψ) = 0
which is equivalent to
(∇ψ)2u′′(ψ) + (∆ψ)u′(ψ) = 0
Now we can rewrite this equation as
u′′(ψ) = − ∆ψ
(∇ψ)2u
′(ψ).
Since the left-hand side only depends on ψ, the same must hold true for the
right-hand side. This implies that
∆ψ
(∇ψ)2 = g(ψ), (A.1)
where g is an arbitrary function of ψ. Note that strictly speaking it is also
possible to have u′′ = u′ = 0 which implies that u(ψ) = const. This is
certainly a solution but can be discarded for the purpose of constructing a
coordinate system.
Equation (A.1) gives a condition on ψ that, if satisfied, allows us to
construct a conformal field aligned coordinate system. Unfortunately, this is
not a property that holds for the solutions of the Grad–Shafranov equation
in general:
R
∂
∂R
(
1
R
∂ψ
∂R
)
+
∂ψ
∂Z2
= −µ0Rdp(ψ)
dψ
− F (ψ)dF (ψ)
dψ
(A.2)
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For example, ψ(R,Z) = R2Z2 is an equilibrium solution such that
∆ψ
(∇ψ)2 =
1
2ψ
(
1 +
1
1 +R2/Z2
)
which clearly does not satisfy condition (A.1).
Note, however, that for specific equilibria the condition given by equa-
tion (A.1) can be satisfied. For example, ψ(R,Z) = R4 satisfies the Grad–
Shafranov equation and we have
∆ψ
(∇ψ)2 =
1
ψ
.
Both this and the equilibrium considered above are particular cases of the
class of Solove´v equilibria. Although the example is uninteresting for the
purpose of turbulence simulations it is noteworthy that solutions that satisfy
both (A.1) and (A.2) do exist.
Appendix B. Coefficients
For ease of reproduction we print the coefficients of the solove´v equilib-
rium solution for ψ in Reference [26]
A = 0.0,
c1..12 = [0.07350114445500399706,−0.08662417436317227513,
− 0.14639315434011026207,−0.07631237100536276213,
0.09031790113794227394,−0.09157541239018724584,
− 0.003892282979837564482, 0.04271891225076417603,
0.22755456460027913117,−0.13047241360177695448,
− 0.03006974108476955225, 0.004212671892103931173],
R0 = 547.891714877869,
a/R0 = 0.41071428571428575,
κ = 1.75,
δ = 0.47,
These coefficients are also contained in the dataset for this paper [21].
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